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A NOTE FROM OUR
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
2021 was a year that exemplified strategic thinking, planning, and unprecedented projects.

It takes courage to begin an intentional

These are a few of the many activities

grief journey. We share this perspective

which served the bereaved of our

with attendees at our Family Forest Days

community.

family camp and reinforce that reality
with all our clients. Grief is hard and

Plans for a major renovation of our

making conscious decisions to engage the

facility also moved forward. Working

grief that takes over the space once held

closely with Kluber Architects’ Mike

by a loved one is courageous. Showing up

Elliott, designs were put to paper for

is a step forward.

Building Hope, our effort to make our
physical space match the warmth, safety,

We are all learning to take new steps

and caring provided by our staff and

forward following the impact of Covid-19.

volunteers. We look forward to

At Fox Valley Hands of Hope, 2021 was a

completing the project in 2022.

year of learning and relearning as we
boldly faced numerous challenges and

While I cannot possibly communicate all

embraced wonderful opportunities. We

of the wonderful things that are

re-engaged our volunteers through

happening at FVHH in just a few

refreshed training and the return of in-

paragraphs, I do hope that this annual

person bereavement support activities.

report will give you a glimpse into our

Family Forest Days debuted. Project

agency which is renewing and revitalizing

Hope, our in-school support group

to better serve those in our communities

offerings, began again with a revised

living with a death loss. It is a privilege to

curriculum. We equipped ourselves to

share in this courageous journey with

better serve Veterans and their families.

YOU!

The durable medical equipment lending
closet continued.

- JONATHAN SHIVELY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ABOUT US

WHO WE ARE
Grief is a necessary part of the human experience, but it
can often make us feel isolated and alone. Unattended
grief can affect the development of children, causing
behavioral and anger problems as well as difficulty in
school. Grief can also affect the mental well-being of
adults, causing anxiety, depression, fracturing of
relationships, and failure of careers.
For over 40 years, FVHH has worked throughout the Fox
River Valley to combat the negative ramifications that
may come from unattended grief. By offering a support
system and creating an environment of hope for our
clients, they are empowered to learn and live with their
losses in a positive way.
FVHH’s programs support any person struggling with
grief regardless of age, gender identity, race, sexual
orientation, income level, religious beliefs, physical or
mental ability, ethnicity, or perspective. Our mental
health programs are community-funded, allowing us to
deliver the best guidance at no cost to the client– we
believe that every person should be given hope without
any restriction.

MISSION AND VISION

We provide compassionate guidance and support for the
grieving.
Fox Valley Hands of Hope is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to providing expert support for children,
families, and adults who are experiencing grief, loss, or
life-threatening illness.
Fox Valley Hands of Hope strives to be the leading
provider and resource center for exemplary services for
those experiencing grief.
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OUR PROGRAMS

WHAT WE DO
Our licensed clinical staff and trained volunteers serve clients by providing diversified grief
services. At FVHH, we value compassion, guidance, and the strength of hope. We believe that
walking alongside our clients through their grief passage will empower them to work through
their losses productively. Healing takes place in the context of relationships and community;
therefore, we offer that safe space for people to establish those connections. Since we
understand that grief can be an ever-present factor in people’s lives after a loss, we strive to
help our clients identify positive relationships and personal tools to help them in the difficult
moments.

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING

GROUP SUPPORT

COLLABORATIVE SUPPORT

We offer individual counseling
for all ages with a licensed
clinician for up to 16 months.
We also provide individual
support with an extensively
trained volunteer.

We provide group support for
all ages. Group programs are
typically formed around
specific loss circumstances.
We also offer family group
support and grief camps.

We collaborate with schools,
human service agencies,
hospices, and senior
communities to meet clients in
spaces that are the most safe
and convenient for them.

LENDING CLOSET
We provide short-term, free
medical equipment loans of
wheelchairs, walkers, canes,
commodes, shower benches
and tub transfer benches for
up to three months.

GRIEF EDUCATION
We provide group support for
all ages. Group programs are
typically formed around
specific loss circumstances.
We also offer family group
support.

ACCESSIBLE
CARE
&
COMPASSIONATE
RESOURCES

GRIEF STATISTICS
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WHY WE FOCUS
ON GRIEF

25%
This depression can lead to many other
OF GRIEVING ADULTS DEVELOP mental health issues such as anxiety
disorders, struggles with relationships,
MAJOR DEPRESSION AFTER A
substance abuse, and more.
LOSS

1 IN
13
CHILDREN WILL EXPERIENCE
THE DEATH OF A PARENT OR
SIBLING BEFORE THE AGE OF 18

Courtesy of the Clinical Psychology Review

Children who are not supported in the
early stages of grief can develop serious
behavioral problems that can lead to
major psychological disorders and
difficulty in school.
Courtesy of the Judith Ann Griese Institute

CLIENTS SERVED
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OUR IMPACT

15
820

Supportive Programs

Clients Served

27

Community
Resource Partners

18

School Partners

95
295
424

Youth and
Children Served

Volunteers

Lending
Closet Clients
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STRATEGIC PLAN

THINKING AHEAD
Throughout 2021, the FVHH Board and Staff worked together to develop an updated strategic plan. The
projected framework for goal accomplishment covers the next 3 years (2022-2024).

Strategy

Position FVHH as the primary referral agency for grief
and loss

Develop a robust individual donor community

Build a diverse leadership culture

Deploy a trained and engaged volunteer corps

Build an intentional continuum of care program

Details

Improve and expand our relationships
with referring partners, ensuring that
FVHH is the first-thought agency for
grief and loss.

Initiatives

Increase and strengthen partnerships | Enhance our
independent programming | Distribution of publicity
materials | Increase direct personal outreach by FVHH |
Participate in community referral networks and
information sessions | Serve as a training resource for
constituents | Enhanced online/virtual and in-person
delivery systems | Social media engagement

Identify and cultivate individual and
family donors toward generous and
consistent support

Design donor outreach plan | Build relationships with
current donors | Develop a better understanding of
current donors | Improve data recording and
management | Research key motivators for donor
support | Leverage board engagement to identify and
cultivate donors | Equip board, staff, and volunteers to
advocate for financial support | Design a financial
campaign | Cultivate potential new donors

Develop a leadership culture which
intentionally equips and calls leaders
from a variety of backgrounds and life
experiences.

Increase board membership to 15 | Develop board seat
allocation criteria to reflect gender, diversity in
ethnicity, community base, professional experience, etc.
| Evaluate staffing needs and move to address those by
expanding the diversity of our employees and contract
workers | Develop and provide diversity training for all
board members, staff, and volunteer | Explore leadership
development pipelines and how FVHH can prepare
future leaders for a diverse leadership culture

Building on a long history of volunteer
service, recruit, train, and deploy a new
generation of volunteer leaders.

Build an intentional yet flexible
programmatic continuum which
supports a breadth of grief and
bereavement needs in our
communities.

Recruit new volunteers through former clients,
community partners, and public appeal | Provide basic
and ongoing training for all volunteers | Implement a
consistent approach to volunteer appreciation and
recognition | Seek, receive, and act on input from
volunteers about the services of FVHH and their role as
a volunteer | Create new programmatic opportunities
consistent with the gifts and skills of our volunteers

Re-energize Project Hope | Strengthen and expand
support group services | Further develop Grief Outdoors
programs | Expand integrated forms of care,
incorporating art, music, writing, yoga, etc. | Increase
capacity for professional 1-1 counselling and volunteer
1-1 companionship | Develop key partnerships for
mutual client benefit, particularly in the hospice, cancer
care, and nursing home contexts | Consistent Family
Programming | Diversify Client base

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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GIVING THANKS
Our impact would not be possible without the generous support from the community. Our ability to provide
quality, no-cost support is in great part thanks to our dedicated volunteer corps and various funding partners.
To all those who provide grants and donations, or participate in our events, thank you for believing in Fox
Valley Hands of Hope and contributing to the financial sustainability of our mission. To the volunteers who
provide their time and care to people who need their help, thank you for being the hope that our clients
deserve.
Year after year, we are in awe of the compassion and diligence that our neighbors and loved-ones provide to
FVHH. They ensure that people struggling with grief can find peace despite suffering a loss. We work hard to
deliver kindness to this world, and we receive that kindness back from all of our supporters.
We are forever grateful.
For a list of our top 2021 grantors, please visit our website here.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

FINANCIALS
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

FINANCIALS CONT.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND STAFF

MEET THE TEAM
2021 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Jonathan Gripe, President
Edward Jones
Sherri Dublin, Board VP and Secretary
Ingredion Incorporated
Joe Baron, Board Treasurer
Jack Saylors, Past President
Edward Hunter
Chaplain
David Weisman
The Partnering Group

James Diorio
Yurs Funeral Home
Minh Vo
PwC
John Mason, D.D.S
Mason, Faith, Hoscheit DDS
Christine Mueller, M.D.
High Touch Medicine

STAFF
Jonathan Shively
Executive Director
Jacquelyn Jennings, LSW
Director of Youth and Family
Grief Services
Erik Meeks, MA, LCPC
Director of Adult Grief Services
Adriana Torres
Manager of Volunteer Services

Noe Janus
Director of Development
Claire Culton
Outreach Engagement
Associate
Gaby Alcantara
Clinical Intern

